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Startech Serial ATA II Left
Angle 300Mb/s Cable - 18"
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Short Description

If you�re one of the growing numbers of PC users with a mini or micro form factor case, you know that you don�t have a lot of
room to spare. These left-angle Serial ATA cables guarantee you�ll be able to plug in your high-performance Serial ATA 150 hard
drives

Description

Product Details:
If you�re one of the growing numbers of PC users with a mini or micro form factor case, you know that you don�t have a lot of
room to spare. These left-angle Serial ATA cables guarantee you�ll be able to plug in your high-performance Serial ATA 150 hard
drives, no matter how tight your space is. With their thin, narrow construction, these flexible cables improve airflow and reduce
clutter in your case, helping to keep your case clean and cool. And, like all our cables, they�re backed by our lifetime warranty.

This cable will actually route upward from your HDD rather then downward when using right angle SATA cables.

The StarTech.com Advantage:

Fast and easy way to connect Serial ATA/150 hard drives to a motherboard
Left angled cable connector easily fits in hard to reach areas and tight space
Provides a fast data transfer rate of up to 300 Mbytes/sec
Thinner and more flexible Serial ATA cable is easier to connect inside the system and improves airflow

Features

Features:

Compliant with Serial ATA II Specifications
Fast data transfer rate of up to 300 Mbytes/Sec
Meets current Serial ATA specifications and ensures maximum performance
Offers 18 inches in length for greater flexibility
Specially designed to improve system airflow and routability

Applications:

For use in servers and storage
High-end workstations
ATA Drive Arrays
Mini tower computers
Compatible with Serial ATA Hard Drives, CD-RW, DVDs, and other devices
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Specifications

Specifications:

Warranty Lifetime warranty

Color Red

Shipping (Package) Weight 0.04 lb [0.02 kg]

Length 18 inches

Connector A Straight Connector

Connector B Left Angled Connector

General Specifications SATA II Compatible

Additional Information

Brand Startech

SKU SATA18LA1-D

Weight 0.3000

Cable Type SATA Data Internal

Special Price $3.49


